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Overview
Far Out! is the first story of the five-story series The 
Callistan Cycle, as part of Imagining The Future, 
the new fiction strand of the Future You project.

STEM content and career links

Far Out! looks at deep space exploration, robotics 
and engineering. 

The drama of the story revolves around a life-and-
death situation created by the collision of a space 
shuttle with space debris, and the engineering 
solution proposed by the young protagonist, 
Stella, who has skills in robotics and the dream of 
becoming an astronaut.

LILI WILKINSON DESCRIBES FAR OUT!

‘Far Out! is a story set in the future, about a girl 
called Stella, who is leaving Earth on a spaceship, 
with her mums and her little brother, Cosmo. They’re 
headed to Callisto, one of Jupiter’s moons, to help 
set up a base for humans to live. Stella is pretty 
excited, but her little brother Cosmo is scared. 
Luckily, Stella is a robotics whiz and has made 
Cosmo a special toy frog that sings his favourite 
song and does all the dance moves. But space 
travel can be dangerous...’

Lili Wilkinson Bio
Lili is the author of sixteen books, including Green 
Valentine, The Boundless Sublime and After the 
Lights Go Out. She established insideadog.com.
au and the Inky Awards at the Centre for Youth 
Literature, State Library of Victoria. Lili has a PhD in 
Creative Writing from the University of Melbourne, 
which examined the influence of young adult fiction 
on the politicisation of teenagers.  Lili received 
IBBY Australia’s Ena Noël Award for Scatterheart 
in 2010. Her latest books are The Erasure Initiative 
and How To Make A Pet Monster: Hodgepodge. 

www.liliwilkinson.com.au 
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FAR OUT! RESOURCES
The resources to support the teaching of Far Out! come in 5 forms. 

VISUAL RESOURCES

 º Far Out! poster A1 and A3 full colour poster, in both portrait and landscape format

 º Far Out! poster A4 line drawing poster, for colouring in

 º Far Out! poster A4 line drawing poster outline, for copying

 º Far Out! poster and drawing grid (A3)

 º Far Out! portrait poster template (A4)

 º Lili Wilkinson A2/A3 poster

 º Brenna Harding A2/A3 poster

 º Imagining The Future Authors Group A2 and A3 full poster

 º Imagining The Future Authors Group A4 line poster drawing, for colouring in

 º Hadfield flipbook.

TEXT RESOURCES

 º Far Out! short story as a downloadable PDF

 º Interview with author Lili Wilkinson (Meet Lili Wilkinson)

 º Far Out! wordsearch, featuring 25 vocabulary items connected to space.

AUDIO RESOURCES

 º Far Out! dramacast, read by Brenna Harding and featuring sound design and 
soundtrack, available as a podcast and YouTube video

 º Far Out (Galaxy Vibes) song

 º Far Out (Galaxy Vibes) lyric sheet

 º Far Out (Galaxy Vibes) dance instructions (In development)

 º Imagining The Future album, featuring music from the series.

VIDEO RESOURCES

 º Pathfinders Highflyer video looking at aerospace engineering, flight and space

 º Pathfinders Highflyer Challenge video, focussing on space debris.

CAREER RESOURCES

 º Find Your Path: Guide to careers in Space for children

 º Find Your Path: Guide to careers in Robotics for children

 º Space Careers guide for teachers and families 

 º Robotics Careers guide for teachers and families.
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Space!
Stella is moving far away. In fact, she’s moving to a 

whole new planet, actually, a whole new planet’s moon 

to be exact! Talk about an adventure.  

Would you like to potentially live offworld? Or be involved 

in helping other people live offworld? We’ve pulled together 

some handy information to help YOU become an astronaut.   

Here’s how Stella became an astronaut. 

 º Her parents are both astronauts and so was her 

grandmother.

 º Her family was picked to help set-up a brand-new 

outpost on Jupiter’s second largest moon, Callisto. 

 º She watched lots of videos and did heaps of virtual 

reality simulators of what to expect travelling to, and 

living in, outer space.

“Our whole family is 

obsessed with space.  

My whole life has been spent 

looking up at the stars, and 

in eight minutes and forty-

two seconds, I’m actually 

going to be up there.”

Read Stella’s  

Far Out!  

adventure.

Listen to Stella’s  

Far Out!  

adventure.
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About Far Out!Meet Stella KaufmanStella Kaufman is the 14-year-old hero 
at the heart of our first Imagining the 

Future story, Far Out!, by Lili Wilkinson. Stella’s whole life has been spent 
looking up at the stars. Her mums are 

both astronauts, her grandmother 
was an astronaut and now Stella is 

an astronaut, on her way to Calisto, 
one of the moon’s of Jupiter. Stella and her family have been chosen 

to help set up a brand-new outpost 
in preparation for the first long-term 

residents who will arrive in four years. Australia’s space industry is expanding, and we need a future 
workforce to fill all the new roles that 

will exist in the future, which go far 
beyond just being an astronaut.Space careers will also require 

skilled earth-bound workers who 
can work in space law, medicine, 

design and manufacturing, data analysis and robotics.

Career Guides  for Grown Ups
What could a career in  space exploration involve?The Australian Government is committed to expanding Australia’s 

space industry and wants to see the sector triple in size.
Here are some of the careers in space for the workforce of 

the future. Click of any of them for more information. 

Space Exploration
Space Exploration

Far Out!

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS  º Fabricator
 º Cyber security specialist º Space lawyer

 º CNC machinist
 º CAD drafters and designers º Intelligent game developer º Electricians and electrical technicians º Avionics technicians º Mechanical technicians º Assembly technicians º Automation and robotics technicians º Astronaut

 º Flight surgeons
 º Production test techniciansSCIENTISTS

 º Space scientist
 º Data scientists and analysts

 º Earth observation scientists

ENGINEER SPECIALISTS
 º Robotics engineer
 º Propulsion engineer º Electrical, electronics and avionics engineer º Space systems engineer º Engineering technologist º Engineering technician º Machine learning and AI engineers

 º Software developers and software engineers
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

 º Project managers
 º Network and systems administrators

 º Work, health and safety officers º Business and management roles º Communications and marketing professionals º Space communicators and education outreach officers º Space business development managers
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ROBOTICS!
Stella LOVES robotics, and, let’s face it, 

who wouldn’t, when you could be building 

dancing frogs?  

We’ve pulled together some handy information 

to help YOU become a robotics builder too.  

Here’s how Stella became a robot builder. 

 º Her mama is an engineer, so she 

became interested in how things 

work from a young age.

 º She got a robotics kit and started building.

 º She joined a robotics club at school to learn 

more and started entering competitions.

“Won’t you get bored? the reporter had asked.

Bored? In space? I don’t think so.  

I’ve got my robotics kit!”

Read Stella’s  

Far Out!  

adventure.

Listen to Stella’s  

Far Out!  

adventure.

Round, round, floating above, far… out!
Down, down, touching the ground, far… out!

Turn, turn, out with your arms, far… out!
Spin, spin, reach for the stars, far... out!

Swing, swing, into your hips, far… out!
Stomp, stomp, feet on the beat, far… out!
Push, push, hands out in front, far… out!
Bounce, bounce, up in the air, far… out!

Reach for the stars!

Up, up, sparkle your hands, far… out!
Out, out, twirling around, far… out!

In, in, wiggle within, far… out!
Spin, spin, reach for the stars, far... out!

Round, round, floating above, far… out!
Down, down, touching the ground, far… out!

Turn, turn, out with your arms, far… out!
Sing, sing, sing for the stars, far… out!

Far out!

Listen to Far Out!  
(Galaxy Vibes).

Far Out! (Galaxy Vibes) 
Lyrics by Lil Wilkison & Freya Berkhout 
Music by Freya Berkhout

Read or listen to  
Far Out!
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FAR OUT VISUAL RESOURCES
 º Far Out! poster A1 and A3 full colour poster, in both portrait and landscape format

 º Far Out! poster A4 line drawing poster, for colouring in

 º Far Out! poster A4 line drawing poster outline, for colouring in

 º Lili Wilkinson A2/A3 portrait poster

 º Brenna Harding A2/A3 portrait poster

 º Imagining The Future Authors Group A2 and A3 full poster.

There are also additional resources for arts activities:

 º Far Out! poster A4 line drawing poster outline, for colouring in 

 º Far Out! poster and drawing grid (A3)

 º Imagining The Future Authors Group A4 line poster drawing, for colouring in.

 º Far Out! portrait poster template (A4).

Notes on Far Out! Poster

Available as a downloadable A1 poster, in both landscape and portrait format, and as a smaller A3 version

 º The Far Out! poster features the Kaufmann family and depicts, in stylised form,  the moment when the 
family are dancing to Galaxy Vibes, prior to the collision with space debris. (Pg 5: Hadfield wriggles and 
grooves in microgravity, and we all do the moves with him. Spin! Spin! Spin! Reach for the stars! Far... Out!).

 º This is not a literal image, as the Kaufmanns are not in the space shuttle and are surrounded by objects 
that are not mentioned in the text but are linked thematically in the text or as motifs.  
These elements can be explored with your students.
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ADDED ELEMENTS

 º Photo frame of the Kaufmann family, which includes Mama.

 º Stella’s trophy from the State Junior Robotics Fair

 º Drawing of Hadfield by Cosmo

 º Drawing of a planet with a ring by Cosmo, echoing the planet also featured in the poster

 º Apple (referring to Sir Isaac Newton and gravity)

 º Backpack containing two books:

 – I, Robot by Isaac Asimov, a collection of short stories which first formulated the Three Laws Of Robotics

 – Lost In Space (a popular 1960s TV show, remade for Netflix, in which a robot is a key 
character and whose catchphrase, glimpsed on the spine, is ‘Danger, Will Robinson’).

STORY NOTE REFLECTED IN IMAGE

 º The spacesuits reflect the colours 
mentioned by Stella in the text: ‘We 
got to choose the colour of our suits. 
Mum’s is blue. Mine is purple. Mama’s is 
green and Cosmo’s is yellow. Back in the 
beginning of the space program, the 
suits were huge and bulky, but now it’s 
just like wearing a regular jumpsuit.’

 º Note: on the waistband of Stella, Cosmo 
and Mum, there are face icons which 
reflect the functioning of the suit. 
However, while Stella and Cosmo’s icons 
are smiling, Mum’s has a concerned 
look. This reflects that there is a small 
tear on the left shoulder of Mum’s suit.

Explore these elements with your 
students (and see if they spot them!).

QUESTION FOR STUDENTS

1. Describe what and who you can see in the poster.

2. What do the other elements depict or suggest?

3. What two different meanings does the title Far Out! have?

4. Does the poster show what actually happens in the story? Why? Why not?

5. Why has the artist chosen to represent the family at this moment, and in this way?
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Note on cultural diversity

Diversity is in important element in each story in 
The Callistan Cycle as part of Imagining The Future, 
and in the programs of Future You more broadly.

 º In Far Out!, Stella and Cosmo have two 
mothers, while Mum and Mama are women of 
colour, and  Stella and Cosmo are of different 
ethnic backgrounds, though this is not 
referenced in the text. 

LILI WILKINSON HAS SAID THAT:

‘I think character diversity is important in all fiction. 
I try to make the characters in my books represent 
the diverse world around me. When I’m writing 
characters with identities and experiences that are 
different to my own, I do as much research as I can, 
and reach out to people who can help me. I’m doing 
a lot of listening and learning in this area.’

From: ‘Interview with Lili Wilkinson’ Brisbane Writers Festival 6 June 2019 

bwf.org.au/news/articles/lili-wilkinson-2019-word-play-ambassador
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Notes on portrait posters of Lili Wilkinson and Brenna Harding

The posters are designed to complement one another, with the moons representing a whole, and their poses 
mirroring each other. Photos of Lili and Brenna were taken from which Cassandre Collins drew the figures.

A suggestion for a poster display is the following:

Images of Lili + Far Out! + Brenna

 º In the background of the posters, there are sketches of story elements. In Lili’s, these include a birthday cake, 
and an insect, which were elements that were initial ideas, but did not make it into the final story. 

 º In Brenna’s the elements are more concrete, with Hadfield represented and a satellite (referring to the idea of 
space debris). The dog remains as a motif, as a nod to pets (the earlier draft referencing a pet specifically) and 
a nod to SEMPER by Rebecca Lim, the third story of The Callistan Cycle, where this story idea is revisited.

Lili and Brenna were asked to suggest an icon for their shoulder name patch, to reflect their own personality or a 
story motif.  This will be seen in all of the portrait posters.

 º Lili suggested a sprouting seed for its positivity, and the idea of the Kaufmanns beginning a new life.

 º Brenna’s rainbow represents the LGBTQIA+ community. Brenna has two mums, identifies as queer, and is Vice 
President of Wear It Purple, a student-run, not-for-profit organisation dedicated to supporting young people 
who identify as sexually and/or gender diverse (i.e. rainbow) www.wearitpurple.org.

ARTS ACTIVITIES

1. Ask your students to consider what they would 
choose for the icon on their name badge, and 
what elements they would put in their poster, 
and then get them to design a Far Out! poster 
portrait of themselves, using the template as the 
base. These posters can be drawn or painted, or 
created using photos or a design program.

2. Ask your students to draw other moments 
from the story.
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FAR OUT! TEXT RESOURCES
 º Far Out! short story as a downloadable PDF

 º Interview with author Lili Wilkinson (Meet Lili Wilkinson)

 º Far Out! wordsearch, featuring 25 vocabulary items connected to space.

FAR OUT! TEXT ANALYSIS

Below you will find suggested areas of study, questions, and activities, divided into the following categories:

1. Comprehension

2. Character

3. Structure

4. Style and Language

5. Themes.
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1. Comprehension 

This is provided as a downloadable Question Sheet for your students in the Resources Section below.

1. When do you think this story takes place? What clues do we have from the text that gives us an idea?

2. Describe the Kaufmann family and detail everything we know about them.

3. What do we learn about Stella’s and her family’s life before the day of the launch?

4. How old is Stella?

5. What do we learn about space exploration up to the day of the story?

6. Describe the setting of the story in detail.

7. What is the first clue that something is going to go wrong in the story? (Foreshadowing)

8. When do we realise that something is very wrong with Mum and that she won’t be able to save the ship?

9. What explanation does Stella give about why Hadfield won’t be sucked out of the ship?

10. What is the first indication that Stella’s solution has worked?

COMPREHENSION ANSWERS AND TEXT REFERENCES

1. When do you think this story takes place? What clues do we have from the text that gives us an idea?

No specific date is mentioned in the text, but it can be deduced that it takes place in the relatively near future 
(within 50 years – 100 years), due to the technological advances and the details that are given about space 
exploration:

‘We’re not the first family to go to space. People go to space all the time – tourists and engineers and scientists. 
There are kids living at the Lunar Gateway, and on the Martian Outpost.’ Pg 2

2. Describe the Kaufmann family and detail everything we know about them.

‘We’re all strapped into our seats on the spaceplane – me and my five-year-old brother Cosmo in the cabin, and 
Mum in the cockpit. We won’t be here in for long – it takes six hours to get to the Lunar Gateway, where Mama is 
waiting for us at our actual spaceship. The one we’re going to be living on for the next four years with a small team 
of engineers and geologists.’ Pg 2

‘Our whole family is obsessed with space. My mums are both astronauts – Mum is a pilot and Mama is an engineer. 
My grandmother was an astronaut.’ Pg 2 

‘They’re calling us the Callisto Four…we’re the first family to go to Callisto, one of Jupiter’s moons. The first family 
to go further than Mars. Our mission is to set up a brand-new outpost. It’s going to take us four years to get there, 
and then another year working on the surface before the first ship full of residents arrives.’ Pg 2

‘Mum is one of the best pilots in the world. There’s a reason why they chose our family to go to Callisto.’ Pg 6
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3. How old is Stella? 

She is fourteen at the press conference preceding the launch, and she will be ninteen when the outpost is fully 
established, which will take five years.

‘It’s going to take us four years to get there, and then another year working on the surface before the first ship full 
of residents arrives. I’ll be nineteen by then.’ Pg 2

‘I could tell he thought I was just a little kid playing pretend, not a fourteen-year-old who has won the State Junior 
Robotics Fair three years in a row. Pg 3

4. What do we learn about space exploration up to the day of the story? 

Humanity has gone out to the stars and established outposts on both the Moon and Mars. Space flight is 
considered as something routine.

‘We’re not the first family to go to space. People go to space all the time – tourists and engineers and scientists. 
There are kids living at the Lunar Gateway, and on the Martian Outpost.’ Pg 2

‘But we’re the first family to go to Callisto, one of Jupiter’s moons. The first family to go further than Mars. Our 
mission is to set up a brand-new outpost. It’s going to take us four years to get there, and then another year 
working on the surface before the first ship full of residents arrives.’ Pg 2

5. Who is Hadfield and what is his connection to the song Galaxy Vibes?

Hadfield is a robotic toy frog Stella made for her brother Cosmo, and with which she won the State Robotics Fair last 
year. He has full mobility, and dances to the pop song Galaxy Vibes, which is played through a speaker built into his 
body.

‘Cosmo just looks vaguely green and clutches Hadfield, the toy frog I made him, tightly to his chest.’ Pg 2

‘Hadfield was my Robotics Fair–winning project last year. Cosmo loves him, and I’m pretty proud of his 
programming. He can move all his limbs, hop, and even dance. I make a series of gestures on my watch, and the 
speaker inside Hadfield starts to emit a thumping bass rhythm as Cosmo’s favourite song, ‘Galaxy Vibes’, begins to 
play. Hadfield sways in time with the music before leaping into the sequence of dance moves that made this song 
famous. Spin, spin, reach for the stars, far... out!’ Pg 3

‘The music plays through my watch as well as through Hadfield’s speaker, so we can hear ‘Galaxy Vibes’ start up 
with its familiar thumping bassline.’ Pg 9

Note: Hadfield is named after Chris Hadfield, the pioneering astronaut who was the first Canadian to perform 
extravehicular activity in outer space, and who has flown two Space Shuttle missions and also served as 
commander of the International Space Station (ISS). 

See: ‘Chris Hadfield’ The Canadian Encyclopedia www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/chris-hadfield 
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6. What is the first clue that something is going to go wrong in the story? 

Lili Wilkinson foreshadows the danger ahead when Stella notices the loose stitching in her Mum’s spacesuit. While 
trivial at that moment, it imperils the family later when the debris hits, and the stitching tears apart in the buffeting 
Mum receives due to the loss of atmosphere.

‘Mum twirls around, and I notice that the stitching in her flightsuit has come loose, just over her shoulder. I make a 
mental reminder to tell her later, so she can fix it.’ Pg 5

The first indication of real danger comes when the debris hits, but the risk at first seems minimal due to the author’s 
phrasing (there is big impact).

‘Mum, catch!’ says Cosmo, and he sends Hadfield twirling and spinning slowly through the air towards her. As he 
does so, the spaceplane makes a little shudder, and a beeping noise sounds on the pilot’s console. Mum turns her 
head to look at it, and misses Hadfield, who sails past her into the cockpit.’ Pg 5

Another example of foreshadowing:

‘Mum says something to us, but it seems like the intercom in her flight suit isn’t working, because I can’t hear her. 
She turns back to the touchpad, and that’s when I see it. The loose stitching on Mum’s flight suit is now a hole. It 
must have come apart when the space debris first hit us.’ Pg 7

7. What is space debris and why is it dangerous?

‘The World Space Coalition has done a good job of cleaning up the junk that humans left in low Earth orbit. Most of 
the big stuff is gone now, swept away by robotic arms or caught in giant nets. But there’s still hundreds of millions 
of small pieces of debris from old satellites and other space missions. And just a tiny fleck of paint, travelling at 
27,000 kilometres per hour, can be enough to damage a spaceplane or a satellite’

‘Don’t panic,’ says Mum, which is exactly the kind of thing you say to make people panic. ‘There was more debris 
than expected. We’ve been knocked slightly off course. I need to do some calculations to adjust our trajectory.’ 
Cosmo looks over at me, his expression full of concern. I smile brightly at him. ‘Nothing to worry about,’ I tell him. 
But I am worried. Just the slightest change in our course could mean we miss the Lunar Gateway by thousands of 
kilometres, and go hurtling into space in a spaceplane that is in no way equipped for long-haul travel’ Pg 6

Note: Space debris is the theme of the Pathfinders Highflyer Challenge.  Find out more about both the Highflyer 
and the Challenge, here: Renee — Future You (futureyouaustralia.com)

A useful source on space debris can be found here:

 º What is space junk and why is it a problem? Natural History Museum (nhm.ac.uk)

 º 2,000 active satellites in Earth’s orbit.

 º 3,000 dead satellites in Earth’s orbit.

 º 34,000 pieces of space junk larger than 10 centimetres.

 º 128 million pieces of space junk larger than 1 millimetre.

 º One in 10,000: risk of collision that will require debris avoidance manoeuvres.

 º 25 debris avoidance manoeuvres by the International Space Station since 1999.
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8. When do we realise that something is very wrong with Mum and that she won’t be able to save the ship?

The puzzled frown on Mum’s face indicates that the drop in oxygen levels is affecting her cognitive and physical 
abilities.

‘‘You can do it, Mum!’ I yell, even though she can’t hear me. She hesitates for a moment, looking down at the 
emergency square with a puzzled frown on her face. Then it slips from her gloved fingers. She looks up at me, and 
I gesture to my own shoulder and point at her. Her frown deepens, and she puts a hand to her shoulder, near where 
the tear in her suit is, understanding dawning on her face. ‘Just patch the ship!’ I yell. Mum reaches out for the 
patch, which is spinning and tumbling in the wind created by the hole, but she can’t close her fingers on it.’ Pg 8

9. What explanation does Stella give about why Hadfield won’t be sucked out of the ship?

There are no major differences between the atmosphere inside and outside of the ship, so the suction created by 
the outrush of the cockpit’s atmosphere will hold Hadfield against a hole (like a blocked plug), while he is too big to 
go through the hole. 

‘Stella, he’s getting close to the hole!’ Cosmo says. ‘What if he gets sucked into space?’ I can’t bear to look at Mum, 
floating motionless in the air. I’m running out of time. ‘He won’t fit through the hole,’ I explain. ‘And the difference in 
pressure isn’t enough for him to get sucked through it anyway.’  Pg 8

‘Is Hadfield flat enough? Will his rubbery belly seal the hole? It’s no adhesive patch, but hopefully the difference in 
pressure between inside and outside will keep him held tight against it.’ Pg 9

10. What is the first indication that Stella’s solution has worked?

The bland voice of the ship’s PA and control system announces that order has been restored.

Then the calm female voice sounds over the intercom again. ‘Hull breach repaired,’ she says. ‘Cockpit pressure 

restabilising.’ Pg 10
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2. Character

1. How would you describe the character of Stella? 

Enthusiastic, optimistic, passionate, dedicated, loving, supportive, brave, strong, resourceful, determined, clever, 
hopeful.

2. What different emotions does Stella go through during the story?

Excited, nervous, frightened, exhilarated, ecstatic, joyful, worried, terrified, despair, determined, worried, ecstatic, 
hopeful.

Extension activity:  Ask your students to draw a line graph to show Stella’s different emotions.

3. Most short stories have a key moment when something is revealed or a character realises something about 
either the situation or themselves. This is called the moment of epiphany (according to James Joyce) and, 
as result, characters undergo transformation. What is the ‘moment of epiphany’ for Stella in Far Out!?

Stella’s epiphany comes at her lowest point, when she is despairing. Instead of  self-pity, she starts looking for a 
solution to the problem (like any good STEMster), and it’s Cosmo’s whimper of Hadfield that provides her with the 
inspiration. After this point, Stella is completely focused, proactive and on her way to becoming, in the words of her 
Mum, ‘a great astronaut’ Pg 10, and, in hers, ‘ready to see the universe.’

‘It doesn’t seem fair that our adventure is ending here, barely fifteen minutes after it began. We were supposed to 
be the first family to go to Callisto. We’ve barely made it out of low-Earth orbit.

 I have to do something. But what?

 If only I had a... a sewing robot in there that could fix the tear in Mum’s flight suit. Or a medical robot that could put 
an oxygen mask over Mum’s face. But I don’t have anything.  

‘I want Hadfield,’ Cosmo whimpers. 

I blink. 

There is a robot in the cockpit. Hadfield.’ Pg 8, 9
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3. Structure

1. Look at the first line of the story. Why has Lili Wilkinson chosen to start her story in this way? What TWO 
ideas does the story suggest? 

My name is Stella Kaufman, and this is my last minute on Earth.

The opening line has a literal meaning (Stella is about to leave Earth for Callisto), but it could also be read 
as meaning that she is about to die, foreshadowing the events to come. This is a very effective opening as it 
immediately grabs the attention of the reader, invites speculation and plants the subconscious idea that this is a 
story of great jeopardy.

Extension activity: What other ways could Lili have chosen to start her story?

Ask your students to propose and write alternative first sentences.

2. When does Lili use a flashback in the story? Why?

Stella flashes back to the press conference before the launch. This is to establish more of her character and 
underline the historic importance of the flight (i.e. the press is interested, during a time when space travel 
is routine). It also presents Stella as a proactive, engaged young person in the face of adult cynicism and 
condescension. 

Note: in the dramacast, the time shift is indicated in the whooshing of spaceship and the clicking of cameras. (2 
mins 40)

3. Most short stories have a key moment when something is revealed or a character realises something about 
either the situation or themselves. This is called the moment of epiphany (according to James Joyce) and, 
as result, characters undergo transformation. What it the ‘moment of epiphany’ for Stella in Far Out!?

Stella’s epiphany comes at her lowest point, when she is despairing. Instead of  self-pity, she starts looking for a 
solution to the problem (like any good STEMster), and it’s Cosmo’s whimper of Hadfield that provides her with the 
inspiration.

‘It doesn’t seem fair that our adventure is ending here, barely fifteen minutes after it began. We were supposed to 
be the first family to go to Callisto. We’ve barely made it out of low-Earth orbit.

 I have to do something. But what?

 If only I had a... a sewing robot in there that could fix the tear in Mum’s flight suit. Or a medical robot that could put 
an oxygen mask over Mum’s face. But I don’t have anything.  

‘I want Hadfield,’ Cosmo whimpers. 

I blink. 

There is a robot in the cockpit. Hadfield.’ Pg 8, 9
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4. Consider the last lines. What does Stella mean when she says: ‘I can do this’. Is this a good way to finish the 
story? Why? How does it make you feel as a reader?

‘I don’t think I want the rest of our space adventure to be quite as eventful as the first fifteen minutes, but... I can do 
this. I’m ready to see the universe.’ Pg 10

Stella has transformed by the end of the story, from an excited, nervous teenager at the beginning, to a confident 
young woman, who has had the experience of dealing with a situation of extreme risk and saving her family through 
her intelligence, resourcefulness, rationality and calmness.  She now knows she can deal with whatever life will 
throw at her and is ‘ready to see the universe’ because she knows that she can cope with whatever lies ahead, and 
relishes the prospect. 

Note also: in the Pathfinders films from Future You, each of the Pathfinders outlines what THEY can do because of 
their passion, their interests, their training and their experiences, and this finds echo in Far Out!

 º Louise (Fixer): I can ride motorbikes and I can do a cartwheel. I can teach people…I can fix big things.

 º Renee (Highflyer): I can lift weights. I can do the splits. I can fly a plane. I can solve problems, big engineering 
problems.

 º Mikaela (Storyteller): I can make you into a hologram. I can downhill mountain bike. I can weave. I can hike.

 º Phoebe (Protector): I can scuba dive. I can catch sharks and stingrays in my bare hands. I can do a headstand. I 
can protect animals, big and small, on land and at sea.
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4. Style and Language

VOICE

Far Out! is written in the first person, as are three of the other stories of The Callistan Cycle – Calculating Apple 
Pie, Proof and Earth Bound.

Lili Wilkinson has this to say, when asked how she decided which narrative point of view to write from in her stories. 

‘I go with my gut, but my gut usually tells me to write in first. For young people I think first person, present tense 
brings an immediacy that is exciting and vivid. Childhood and adolescence are intense times full of self-discovery, 
and first person allows the reader to really get lost in the experience.’

Interview with Lili Wilkinson. See Appendix of this guide, Pg 23.

LITERARY DEVICES

Lili also uses a range of literary devices to strengthen this voice:

‘I feel so heavy, like I’m being buried alive under wet sand.’ Pg 4

 ‘I feel like I’ve been punched by some kind of enormous giant fist.’ Pg 5

 ‘My own body feels like it’s been plunged into ice water.’ Pg 16

STORYWORLD

Lili is writing about the future but creates a credible realistic and relatable world for young people in her writing. She 
does this through:

Scientific facts based on research

‘It feels like the spaceplane isn’t moving, but Mum assures me that we are in fact travelling at 28,000 kilometres 
per hour.’ Pg 5

‘We still have to wear a MAG though – a Maximum Absorbency Garment, also known as a Space Nappy. There’s no 
toilet on the spaceplane and it’ll be six hours.’ Pg 6

Convincing, if fictional, details

‘It takes six hours to get to the Lunar Gateway.’ Pg 2

‘People go to space all the time – tourists and engineers and scientists. There are kids living at the Lunar Gateway, 
and on the Martian Outpost.’ Pg 3

‘Back in the beginning of the space program, the suits were huge and bulky, but now it’s just like wearing a regular 
jumpsuit. They use nanofibres to regulate the temperature inside.’ Pg 6

‘The World Space Coalition has done a good job of cleaning up the junk that humans left in low-Earth orbit. Most of 
the big stuff is gone now, swept away by robotic arms or caught in giant nets.’ Pg 8

Humour and relatable experiences

‘Cosmo looks like he’s going to barf. He’d better not – throwing up in space isn’t anything like doing it on Earth. If 
you spew in microgravity, it floats around and gets everywhere. It’s dangerous, as well as super gross.’ Pg 1

I know that swooping sensation when a plane takes off, where your stomach kind of feels li been left behind and 
your bum goes all tingly. Pg 4
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‘She smiles encouragingly, but I can’t tell if it’s a don’t worry this is normal smile, or a looking at my daughter one 
last time before we all die smile.’ Pg 5

(Mum) tells me some stuff about our vestibular systems and gravity that I don’t really listen to, because I am in 
space.  Pg 5

We got to choose the colour of our suits. Mum’s is blue. Mine is purple. Mama’s is green and Cosmo’s is yellow. Pg 6

‘Don’t panic,’ says Mum, which is exactly the kind of thing you say to make people panic.’ Pg 7

Believable characters, attitudes and family relationships

‘Robotics!’ the reporter had replied. ‘That’s cool.’

I could tell he thought I was just a little kid playing pretend, not a fourteen-year-old who has won the State Junior 
Robotics Fair three years in a row. Anyway, I don’t care, because Mission Control just gave Mum the okay to launch. 
I am going to space, and that boring reporter has to stay on Earth. Ha! Pg 3

‘I want Mum,’ he says.

I grab his ankle and haul him back. ‘Mum has to concentrate on some maths stuff for a minute to make sure we get 
back on track. We should get in our seats and buckle up.’ Pg 8

‘I don’t know how to tell my little brother that our mother is in a rapidly depressurising cabin with a ripped 
spacesuit.’ Pg 11

QUESTIONS FOR STUDENTS: 

1. How does a first-person narrator influence the reading?

2. Give examples of how the use of the first-person adds to the excitement of the story, that could not be 
achieved with a third-person approach.

3. Find examples of literary devices in the text that add to effect of the narrator’s voice.

4. How would the story be different if it were written in the third-person?

5. How does Lili create a convincing world of the future?

WRITING ACTIVITIES:

 F Choose a moment from the story (the launch; the moment of impact; Stella waiting 
for signs that her mum is okay) and write the story in the third person.

 F Write a moment from the story with Mum as the first person narrator.

 F Write a newspaper article about the events of the launch of the Kaufmann family.
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5. Themes

Creative ingenuity is a central theme in Far Out! 

QUESTION FOR STUDENTS:

1. How does creativity provide a solution to the problem Stella and her family face?

STEM

Each of the stories of The Callistan Cycle explores specific STEM sectors, and places young protagonists in 
situations whereby they are required to use STEM principles and rational thinking to resolve a crisis or societal, 
technological or environmental challenge.

Far Out! looks at:

 º Robotics

 º Space

There are separate guides to explore these career areas, with worksheets for children and a resource for teachers 
and families providing advice on how to encourage and nurture an interest in the sectors.

INTERVIEW WITH LILI WILKINSON

There is also a standalone document suitable for children,  in which Lili Wilkinson talks about the research, 
development and writing of Far Out!

A further interview with Lili, developed for teachers, can be found in the Appendix on page 23 of this guide.
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FAR OUT! AUDIO RESOURCES
 º Far Out! dramacast, read by Brenna Harding and featuring sound design and 

soundtrack, available as a podcast and YouTube video

 º Far Out (Galaxy Vibes) song

 º Far Out (Galaxy Vibes) lyric sheet

 º Far Out (Galaxy Vibes) dance instructions (in development)

 º Imagining The Future album, featuring music from the series.

Far Out! is available as an audio recording, read by Brenna Harding, with a rich 
sound design and a commissioned score. This is available on YouTube, with subtitles 
provided, and as a podcast on Spotify, iTunes and from all leading podcast providers.

 

There is also a full recording of Far Out! (Galaxy Vibes), the song featured in the podcast, which has been released 
on YouTube and on Spotify and iTunes, too. The song comes with a lyric sheet, while a dance resource for use in 
music and physical education classes is also in development. 

There is also an album of music from the series, called Imagining The Future, 
available for streaming, containing the following tracks, which can be used as 
creative writing prompts or in dance and movement classes.

 º Callistan Theme

 º Memories of Home

 º Dreamy Theme

 º Tension Theme

 º Triumph Theme

 º Alien Song 

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

 º Ask your students to create a soundscape for a story they write  
inspired by Far Out!

 º Students write further verses for Far Out! (Galaxy Vibes)

 º Students learn the Far Out! (Galaxy Vibes) dance and perform it.

Listen to  
Far Out!

Listen to  
Far Out!  
(Galaxy Vibes)
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FAR OUT! VIDEO RESOURCES
 º Pathfinders Highflyer video looking at aerospace engineering, flight and space

 º Pathfinders Highflyer Challenge video, focussing on space debris

FAR OUT! and PATHFINDERS links

Far Out! looks at deep space exploration, robotics and engineering. 

The drama of the story revolves around a life-and-death situation 
created by the collision of a space shuttle with space debris, and the 
ingenious engineering solution proposed by the young protagonist, 
Stella, a skilled robotics builder with the dream of becoming an  
astronaut.

The STEM sector featured and the crux of the drama (space debris) 
connect directly to the Highflyer Pathfinders documentary film and 
the related Highflyer Challenge, and so the story can be used in direct 
conjunction with these resources.

The subject of the Highflyer film is aerospace engineer Renee Wootton. 
Renee talks about her love of flying and the history of her fascination 
with the machinery of flight. She ends by talking about her aspiration of 
being an astronaut.

Each Pathfinders film is accompanied by a Challenge, on the Future You website.

The Highflyer Challenge is explicitly connected to Far Out! as it asks children to consider the impact of debris 
when it crosses the path of spaceships, and then asks them to imagine a machine that can help clear this debris 
from space.
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Future You PATHFINDERS Information Kit: TEACHERS
About this video
Meet Renee Wootton
Self-described ‘aviation geek’ Renee Wootton  has always reached for the skies. At 15 she joined the local Australian Air Force Cadets where she had an opportunity to travel around Australia and meet fighter pilots and engineers. She was inspired to study aerospace engineering at university, and a few years later gained her commercial pilot licence.

Since then, Renee has worked in a wide variety of aviation roles. She started as an intern at Qantas — getting experience on the job. While there, she worked on an algorithm (a process or set of rules that can be used by  a computer) that predicts fuel tank temperatures. Later, she worked as a project engineer for an aerospace company. In this role, she helped upgrade a flight simulator — a training tool that creates the feeling of flying without being up in the sky. She has also worked for an airline loyalty program and as a planning manager for a major airport.
A proud Tharawal woman, Renee is recognised as a young Indigenous leader and has recently started working at Qantas as Group Manager for First Nations Engagement. She believes that STEM is a creative and rewarding career option, and wants to see more female and Indigenous engineers enter the field. 

As for the future? Renee has her sights set on a move into the space industry – and maybe even becoming an astronaut. 
WHAT DOES AN AEROSPACE ENGINEER DO?
Aerospace engineers design, build and maintain aircraft and spacecraft such as planes, helicopters and satellites. They can work in the defence sector or for private aviation and large aerospace companies, like Boeing or Lockheed Martin. 

The average salary for an aerospace engineer is $90k–$140k, according to Seek, and the sector is projected to grow by over 10% in the next five years. Worldwide, 10% of aerospace engineers are women and there are a number of professional organisations and initiatives such as Women in Aviation/

Aerospace Australia that provide support and networking opportunities for women in the aerospace industry.
HOW DID RENEE GET THIS JOB?
Here’s what Renee studied:

 º Certificate II in Aero Skills (Mechanical)
 º Diploma of Science, Engineering and Technology
 º Bachelor of Engineering (Aerospace)
 º Graduate Diploma in Flying

Renee started off with vocational education, studying  aero skills (mechanical) to equip herself with practical aviation knowledge and maintenance skills. From here, it’s possible to continue on to a Certificate IV in Aeroskills, which includes an aviation maintenance apprenticeship and plenty of on-the-job learning.
Renee was set on a career in aerospace engineering, so  she headed to university to learn the STEM skills involved  in designing, developing, and testing aerospace vehicles.  Once her university studies were complete, she focused on getting her commercial pilot license so she could take to the skies.

Studying STEM has given her a range of transferable skills including problem solving, analytical thinking, project management and technical knowhow. These have been useful in the various aviation positions she’s held and can be applied in other areas and industries.
WHY DID RENEE WANT THIS JOB?
Renee has always been interested in aircraft and is  genuinely wowed every time she sees one fly. After  being inspired by fighter pilots and engineers in the Australian Air Force Cadets, she realised pairing this passion with aerospace engineering meant she could learn exactly how aircraft work and could go on to solve big engineering problems.

MY NAME  

MY SCHOOL  

MY SKILLS  
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My name’s My name’s 
Renee  Renee  

and I can and I can 

do lots of do lots of 
things!things!

Good job!
Renee Wootton is an aerospace engineer*. 

She can lift weights, do the splits, and she can 

fly a plane. She designs aircraft and keeps them 

flying safely. 

*An aerospace engineer is someone who designs 

and builds machines that fly.  

How Renee became a Highflyer: 

 º She joined the Australian Air Force Cadets 

when she was 15 and fell in love with flying. 

 º She met people like pilots and astronauts, 

who inspired her to learn more.

 º She studied aerospace engineering 

at university (where you focus 

on one skill or subject).

NAME   Renee Wootton

JOB   Aerospace Engineer 

AKA   The Highflyer

Watch Renees’s story here: 

“All of a sudden I just 

got these incredible 
opportunities.”
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Future You PATHFINDERS Information Kit:
carers

About this videoMeet Renee Wootton
Self-described ‘aviation geek’ Renee Wootton has 

always reached for the skies. At 15 she joined the 

local Australian Air Force Cadets where she had the 

opportunity to travel around Australia and meet 

fighter pilots and engineers. She was inspired to 

study aerospace engineering at university, and a few 

years later gained her commercial pilot licence.

Since then, Renee has worked in a wide variety of aviation 

roles. She started as an intern at Qantas — getting 

experience on the job. While there, she worked on an 

algorithm (a process or set of rules that can be used by  

a computer) that predicts fuel tank temperatures. 

Later, she worked as a project engineer for an 

aerospace company. In this role, she helped upgrade 

a flight simulator — a training tool that creates the 

feeling of flying without being up in the sky. She 

has also worked for an airline loyalty program and 

as a planning manager for a major airport.

A proud Tharawal woman, Renee is recognised as a 

young Indigenous leader and has recently started 

working at Qantas as Group Manager for First Nations 

Engagement. She believes that STEM is a creative 

and rewarding career option, and wants to see more 

female and Indigenous engineers enter the field. 

As for the future? Renee has her sights set 

on a move into the space industry — and 

maybe even becoming an astronaut. 
WHAT DOES AN AEROSPACE ENGINEER DO?

Aerospace engineers design, build and maintain 

aircraft and spacecraft such as planes, helicopters 

and satellites. They can work in the defence 

sector or for private aviation and large aerospace 

companies, like Boeing or Lockheed Martin.

The average salary for an aerospace engineer is 

$90k–$140k, according to Seek, and the sector is 

projected to grow by over 10% in the next five years. 

Worldwide, 10% of aerospace engineers are women 

and there are a number of professional organisations 

and initiatives such as Women in Aviation/Aerospace 

Australia that provide support and networking 

opportunities for women in the aerospace industry.

HOW DID RENEE GET THIS JOB?
Here’s what Renee studied: º Certificate II in Aero Skills (Mechanical)

 º Diploma of Science, Engineering and Technology

 º Bachelor of Engineering (Aerospace)
 º Graduate Diploma in Flying

Renee started off with vocational education, studying 

aero skills (mechanical) to equip herself with practical 

aviation knowledge and maintenance skills. From 

here, it’s possible to continue on to a Certificate IV in 

Aeroskills, which includes an aviation maintenance 

apprenticeship and plenty of on-the-job learning.

Renee was set on a career in aerospace engineering, 

so she headed to university to learn the STEM 

skills involved in designing, developing, and testing 

aerospace vehicles. Once her university studies were 

complete, she focused on getting her commercial 

pilot license so she could take to the skies.

Studying STEM has given her a range of transferable 

skills including problem solving, analytical thinking, 

project management and technical knowhow. These 

have been useful in the various aviation positions she’s 

held and can be applied in other areas and industries.

WHY DID RENEE WANT THIS JOB?
Renee has always been interested in aircraft and 

is genuinely wowed every time she sees one fly. 

After being inspired by fighter pilots and engineers 

in the Australian Air Force Cadets, she realised 

pairing this passion with aerospace engineering 

meant she could learn exactly how aircraft work and 

could go on to solve big engineering problems.

CAREER RESOURCES
Far Out! looks at deep space exploration, robotics and engineering. 

The following resources have been developed for children to pursue their interest in these sectors.

 º Find Your Path: Guide to careers in Space for children

 º Find Your Path: Guide to careers in Robotics for children

Similarly, guides have been developed for teachers and families to support children in the development of their 
interest in the sectors

 º Space Careers Guide for teachers and families

 º Robotics Careers Guide for teachers and families 

There are also engineering resources available, which were developed for the Pathfinders Highflyer film:

 º Find Your Path: Aerospace Engineer

 º Highflyer, Teacher’s Career Guides

 º Highflyer, Families’ Career Guides
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About Far Out!

Meet Stella Kaufman

Stella Kaufman is the 14-year-old hero 

at the heart of our first Imagining the 

Future story, Far Out!, by Lili Wilkinson. 

Stella’s whole life has been spent 

looking up at the stars. Her mums are 

both astronauts, her grandmother 

was an astronaut and now Stella is 

an astronaut, on her way to Calisto, 

one of the moon’s of Jupiter. 

Stella and her family have been chosen 

to help set up a brand-new outpost 

in preparation for the first long-term 

residents who will arrive in four years. 

Australia’s space industry is 

expanding, and we need a future 

workforce to fill all the new roles that 

will exist in the future, which go far 

beyond just being an astronaut.

Space careers will also require 

skilled earth-bound workers who 

can work in space law, medicine, 

design and manufacturing, 

data analysis and robotics.

Career Guides  

for Grown Ups

What could a career in  

space exploration involve?

The Australian Government is committed to expanding Australia’s 

space industry and wants to see the sector triple in size.

Here are some of the careers in space for the workforce of 

the future. Click of any of them for more information. 

Space Exploration
Space Exploration

Far Out!

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS 

 º Fabricator

 º Cyber security specialist

 º Space lawyer

 º CNC machinist

 º CAD drafters and designers

 º Intelligent game developer

 º Electricians and 

electrical technicians

 º Avionics technicians

 º Mechanical technicians

 º Assembly technicians

 º Automation and 

robotics technicians

 º Astronaut

 º Flight surgeons

 º Production test technicians

SCIENTISTS

 º Space scientist

 º Data scientists 

and analysts

 º Earth observation 

scientists

ENGINEER SPECIALISTS

 º Robotics engineer

 º Propulsion engineer

 º Electrical, electronics 

and avionics engineer

 º Space systems engineer

 º Engineering technologist

 º Engineering technician

 º Machine learning and 

AI engineers

 º Software developers and 

software engineers

MANAGEMENT AND 

ADMINISTRATION

 º Project managers

 º Network and systems 

administrators

 º Work, health and safety officers

 º Business and management roles

 º Communications and 

marketing professionals

 º Space communicators and 

education outreach officers

 º Space business 

development managers

MY NAME  

MY SCHOOL  

MY SKILLS  
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Space!
Stella is moving far away. In fact, she’s moving to a 

whole new planet, actually, a whole new planet’s moon 

to be exact! Talk about an adventure.  Would you like to potentially live offworld? Or be involved 

in helping other people live offworld? We’ve pulled together 

some handy information to help YOU become an astronaut.   
Here’s how Stella became an astronaut.  º Her parents are both astronauts and so was her 

grandmother.
 º Her family was picked to help set-up a brand-new 

outpost on Jupiter’s second largest moon, Callisto. 
 º She watched lots of videos and did heaps of virtual 

reality simulators of what to expect travelling to, and 

living in, outer space.

“Our whole family is obsessed with space.  My whole life has been spent looking up at the stars, and in eight minutes and forty-two seconds, I’m actually going to be up there.”

Read Stella’s  Far Out!  
adventure.

Listen to Stella’s  Far Out!  
adventure.
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About Far Out!

Meet Stella Kaufman

Stella Kaufman is the 14-year-old hero 

at the heart of our first Imagining The 

Future story, Far Out!, by Lili Wilkinson. 

Stella is a robotics whizz. Alongside 

her in the capsule taking her off 

planet is her brother, Cosmo, her 

mum, and Hadfield, her robotics 

fair-winning project. In fact, Stella 

has won the State Junior Robotics 

Fair three years in a row.

Hadfield is a robotic frog. Stella 

programmed him to move all his limbs, 

hop, and even dance. There’s even 

a speaker inside Hadfield that plays 

Cosmo’s favourite song, ‘Galaxy Vibes’. 

Stella loves nothing more than 

tinkering with her robotics kit, 

building incredible new creations 

that encourage her to learn more 

and discover innovative new ways 

of doing things. One of Stella’s 

favourite things about robotics 

is that she’s never bored. 

The robotics field presents an 

incredibly rewarding career path for 

budding engineers. Every day, newer, 

faster, smarter robots are being 

designed and developed, reshaping 

the way we work in every industry, 

from agriculture to surveillance, 

healthcare to manufacturing.

Career Guides  
for Grown Ups

What does a robotics engineer do?

Robotics engineers design, test, build and implement robotics 

solutions across various industries. Their creations are used in a range 

of applications such as mining, manufacturing, space exploration and 

retail, and they help automate dangerous or mundane tasks. According 

to the job search website Seek, the average salary for a robotics 

engineer is $70k-$90k. Robotics engineers use skills like creativity, 

engineering and problem-solving to create the best possible designs. 

Robotics engineers build robots and develop systems that 

improve the efficiency and safety of a variety of tasks. 

How can you become a robotics engineer?

To become a robotics engineer, here are some things you need to study:

 º Undergraduate degree in engineering, majoring in

 – Mechatronics

 – Robotics

 º Degree in electrical/electronics engineering

 º Degree in mechanical engineering

 º Degree in systems engineering

Most universities in Australia offer engineering degrees. Joining professional 

associations is also recommended to help grow your network, engage 

in ongoing professional development and prepare you for more senior 

roles. Engineers Australia, the Institution of Mechanical Engineers and the 

National Engineers Register are just a few of the associations you can join.

Why should people work in robotics?

Australia’s robotics industry is very strong, and with the expansion 

of Australia’s space industry, it is likely that more opportunities 

within robotics will emerge over coming years. From satellites 

to rovers and even robots designed to explore other planets, 

the future of robotics is exciting and full of possibilities. 

RoboticsRobotics

Far Out! MY NAME  MY SCHOOL  
MY SKILLS   
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ROBOTICS!
Stella LOVES robotics, and, let’s face it, 

who wouldn’t, when you could be building 

dancing frogs?  
We’ve pulled together some handy information 

to help YOU become a robotics builder too.  

Here’s how Stella became a robot builder. 

 º Her mama is an engineer, so she 

became interested in how things 

work from a young age.

 º She got a robotics kit and started building.

 º She joined a robotics club at school to learn 

more and started entering competitions.

“Won’t you get bored? the reporter had asked.

Bored? In space? I don’t think so.  

I’ve got my robotics kit!”

Read Stella’s  
Far Out!  adventure.

Listen to Stella’s  

Far Out!  adventure.
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APPENDIX: INTERVIEW WITH LILI WILKINSON
Did you feel the need to research technology or STEM topics in writing your fictional stories in which the 
futuristic scenarios are imagined? 

Oh definitely. I watched many hours of NASA YouTube, learnt about pressure differentials in the vacuum of space, 
and read many accounts of how a shuttle launch feels. As the first story in the sequence, and the one closest to our 
own time, I wanted it to feel very grounded in reality, and our current scientific understanding.

How challenging was it to work with four other writers in a mutually agreed futuristic scenario? How much did 
you communicate with each other during this process? 

We started off with a brainstorming day, where we all got together and talked about the future, about what was 
exciting to us, what we were curious about. We knew we wanted it to include space exploration, and we knew we 
wanted our vision of the future to be one that was positive and kind. It was at that workshop that we hit on the idea 
of writing stories in the same scenario, but at different points along a timeline. That felt really exciting, but ended up 
being quite challenging, as we needed to maintain continuity. Our brilliant editor Kate Whitfield did an amazing job 
of keeping the world coherent, and finding lots of fun places to make connections between the stories. We set up a 
Slack where we could post ideas, research and questions, which was a very handy way of communicating.

Four of the five stories are written in first-person. How do you decide which narrative point of view suits the 
story you are telling?

I go with my gut, but my gut usually tells me to write in first. For young people I think first-person, present tense 
brings an immediacy that is exciting and vivid. Childhood and adolescence are intense times full of self-discovery, 
and first-person allows the reader to really get lost in the experience.

These stories promote the creative potential of STEM but each develops a theme connected to emotional 
communication, empathy and love, as well. What were you hoping your reader would take away from the story 
you wrote? 

The sciences often get portrayed as being unemotional or dispassionate – like Spock in Star Trek. But if you meet 
actual scientists, they are so often deeply passionate people working to make the world a better place. We want 
readers to look at STEM through fresh eyes and see it as a tool, not a mindset or a caricature. In so many movies, 
science ends in disaster - things explode, robots turn on us, people get addicted to technology. But STEM can be a 
hugely positive force in the world, if we keep those goals of empathy and love in mind.

Diversity is a theme in all the stories. What aspect of diversity did you particularly wish to explore in your 
story? 

There was a study that ran in the 1960s where children were asked to draw a picture of a scientist. Of the 5,000 
drawings collected, only 28 were of female scientists. This is changing – a more recent version of the study featured 
34% female scientists. I wanted to show scientists who were diverse in a number of different ways – Stella’s mum 
is a woman of colour. She’s married with kids (you can be a mum and an astronaut!) and she’s queer. The story 
doesn’t focus on any of these things in particular, they’re incidental to the action of the story. Stories about 
diversity are really important, but I think incidental diversity is just as important – I wanted to show a future where a 
queer woman of colour mum astronaut was not in any way remarkable.
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Do you consciously try to plot your entire story before you sit down to write it, or is the process more organic 
than that?

Oh yes, I’m a devoted plotter. I usually start with a basic premise – for this it was a girl leaving Earth for Callisto. In 
our brainstorming day, we decided we wanted our sequence of stories to begin with leaving Earth, and end with 
returning to a transformed (for the better) planet. Once I have that, I ask myself some very basic questions (what 
does my character want? What’s stopping them?) and then I map out a simple three act structure. I’ll then plan it 
out scene by scene for a short story, or chapter by chapter if it’s a novel. I think plot should be very simple – it’s like a 
coathanger for story. I don’t need my coathangers to be fancy, I need them to be sturdy and functional. The coat is 
the fancy part.

The writer, James Joyce, believed the concept of an ‘epiphany’ was necessary to a successful short story i.e. a 
moment of sudden realisation leading to a character’s growth. Do you agree? 

I think maybe it’s necessary for all stories? Not just short ones. I believe that character growth is essential to a story 
– plot is just a mechanism to achieve that growth. 

What challenges did you face writing ‘Far Out’?

Many! Being the first story in the collection, I felt like my story had to achieve a lot of things – it needed to be 
exciting, but also speak to young readers who might not be super comfortable with a strong sci-fi narrative. I 
wanted my protagonist to be relatable, but brave. And I wanted to capture the excitement of a shuttle launch. My 
biggest problem was that after doing some research, I realised that shuttle launches are highly automated, and that 
there is almost nothing for the pilot to actually do. Let alone the daughter of the pilot! So something needed to go 
wrong. 

Did you learn anything interesting from your research?

SO MANY THINGS. Space travel is so cool. And dangerous! But the main thing was that the scene you often see in 
space movies where someone gets sucked through a tiny hole in a space ship isn’t very accurate. The difference in 
pressure between outside the ship and inside just isn’t that great. It is enough to suck out all the air, eventually, so 
you have to plug the hole. But if it’s small enough you could just put your hand over it, or a folder. Or a robotic toy 
frog. The pressure will keep it in place and stop the air leaking out. It’s a temporary fix, but it’ll definitely work.
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STUDENT NAME  

FAR OUT! Comprehension Questions

When do you think this story takes place?  

What clues do we have from the text that gives 
us an idea?.

What do we learn about Stella’s and 
her family’s life before the day of the 
launch?

H
ow old is Stella?

Describe the Kaufmann family and detail 
everything we know about them.

What do we learn about space exploration up to the day of the story?
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When do we realise that something is very 
wrong with Mum and that she won’t be able 
to save the ship?

What is the first clue that 
something is going to go wrong 
in the story? (Foreshadowing)

Describe the setting of the story in detail.

What explanation does Stella give about why Hadfield 
won’t be sucked out of the ship?

What is the first 
indication that Stella’s 
solution has worked?
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